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Strategy: From Louis Armstrong to Duke Ellington: An Exhibition Recounts the Tournee’ to 
Counter the USSR

Jazz Bands Against the Red Army: The Greats of Black Music Arrayed on Behalf of “Soft Power” 
Diplomacy

By our correspondent Paolo Valentino
Translated by Curtis Sandberg

There is Louis Armstrong blowing the trumpet in the midst of a crowd of cheering children on the streets of 
Cairo; Benny Goodman playing his clarinet in Red Square; Duke Ellington surrounded by delirious fans during 
his tour of the Soviet Union or while performing with his orchestra for the Emperor of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa; 
Dizzie Gillespie charming snakes and young Pakistanis on the streets of Karachi; and Dave Brubeck in Warsaw; 
Count Basie in Rangoon; Charlie Byrd in Manila; and Sarah Vaughan in Belgrade.

For more than twenty years, between 1956 and 1978, the greatest names of jazz traveled the world, sent by the 
Department of State, carrying the most American of artistic expressions, a symbol of democracy and the free-
dom of spirit, to the four corners of the globe. Their success was extraordinary. But it was not merely musical.

They were in fact ambassadors of friendship, creators of strong cultural and social connections in the separate 
and immobile universe of the Cold War. Without being completely conscious of this, “Satchmo” and his [jazz] 
companions perhaps brought to fruition the most successful foreign policy offensive ever launched by Ameri-
can diplomacy. They were also the captivating image of America abroad, the “soft power” that won the hearts 
and minds of peoples of the world for the United States and the West in the duel with the false utopia of com-
munism. As we know, many years would pass before the end of the Cold War, but the foundations of the West-
ern political victory can be sought out in “Take Five” and in the immortal “suite” of syncopated music.

A photography exhibition in Washington, DC reexamines that legendary season. Open until July, and devel-
oped and organized by Meridian International Center, a foundation that promotes dialogue between peoples 
through artistic and cultural exchanges, Jam Session: America’s Jazz Ambassadors Embrace the World cele-
brates with a hundred images and documents the work carried out by these jazz icons, but also offers a pointed 
and intelligent consideration of current events.

“The experience of these great talents can serve as a model for our cultural diplomacy initiatives around the 
world” says Curtis Sandberg, Vice President of Meridian and curator of the show, and this also seems to cap-
ture the change of season that is imminent in Washington. After the years of the unilateralism of Bush, the 
two probable candidates for the White House, Barack Obama and John McCain, both promise an America that 
rediscovers the irresistible fascination of its “soft power” and exercises its leadership with its allies and with in-
ternational institutions – as was the case with the approach that, together with “containment” and NATO, sent 
its jazz musicians into the world. 

It was President Eisenhower who felt the need to win friends and influence in the international scene, coun-
tering the parallel offensive of the Russians who sent the Bolshoi Ballet and Red Army choirs to court newly 
emerged post-colonial nations in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Latin America. “Eisenhower did not appre-
ciate the stereotype in which Americans were materialists without any sense of artistic culture” explains Penny 
Von Eschen, professor at the University of Michigan and author of a volume on jazz diplomacy. Funded initially 
by the White House Emergency Fund, the program soon afterward passed to the State Department “taking on 
artistic, economic and political dimensions that were absolutely unexpected.” In the words of Dave Brubeck: 
“Diplomacy discovered jazz, and nothing had ever spoken to people like our music.”

Returning from his 1955 European tour, Louis Armstrong, remembering the Russian soldiers who had come to 
hear him in Berlin, said that “music was stronger than nations.” In the same period, a celebrated cartoon from 
the New Yorker depicted a meeting of high government officials in Washington. The comment of the chairman 
was: “This is a mission of the utmost delicacy. The question is – who is the best man to carry it out: John Foster 
Dulles or Satchmo?”
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